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Abstract: The education industry has grown exponentially over the last decade. The educational services sector is comprised of establishments whose primary activity is education. This includes elementary schools, secondary schools, colleges, universities, business schools. The success of an e-learning initiative depends as much on the people and culture of the organization as it does on the technology used.

- The early history of learning management systems, Around 1990, the first classroom training systems were introduced to the marketplace. These Training Management Systems were designed to manage classroom training only. The systems provided reports on who had completed training and what the costs of that training were.
- In the mid-1990s, the first attempts were made at managing the relationship of jobs and skills.
- By the year 2000, the first attempts at managing eLearning were introduced. Content could be launched over the Internet, but often that content was of low quality, and no attempt was made to differentiate learning styles.
- The next generation of Learning Management Systems will enable or simulate a one-to-one student teacher learning environment via adaptive sequencing and navigation. Existing, standalone LMS generally lack the scalability, reliability, secured access to multiple resources via single sign-on and interfaces to provide these features.
- Case Study the learning management system is going to apply by the ministry of education in Egypt.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Early 1990 everywhere around the world start thinking about the e-learning massage, and how they can use the technologies to help in the learning life cycle. The first classroom use the electronic technologies in the training were introduced to the marketplace at that time. These named as “Training Management System (TMS)” were designed to manage classroom training only. The Training Management System provides the user with a lot of reports based on who attend the course and who had completed training and what the costs of that training were.

The next generation of this technologies become very fast by the mid 1990s, the first attempts were made to integrate the relation between jobs and skills. But most attempts were too fine-grained and failed. It was difficult to maintain a skills catalogue and cumbersome for users to access and update.

By the year 2000, the message of e-learning was appear very clearly. Content could be launched over the Internet, this content of e-learning was very poor, also it was only automation of the learning cycle without any modification on the learning styles. The requirement to take online courses was often misaligned with organizational goals. Many rejected eLearning in the beginning.

Right Now, market leaders attempt to differentiate themselves from content platforms. They are trying to build many Learning Management systems (LMS). A lot of market leaders extended their features and models to many brands cover a lot of areas in the learning life cycle to get an enterprise platforms.
Around the same time came the rise of hosted learning management systems which is defined as a cloud programming methodology (in the early part of the decade). Hosted platforms found some success by reducing the complications that are associated with the purchasing and maintenance of large technical systems. The second attempt at managing eLearning, having drawn from the mistakes of early eLearning failures, content developers responded with more engaging content — and finally, eLearning began to work.

LMS vendors started to offer blended learning initiatives to incorporate the new eLearning, and more attention was paid to targeting content to learners. Another attempt was made at managing the relationship of jobs and skills. Consultants, who had learned from early mistakes, recommended a less granular approach to competency management. With the availability of Web based self assessment and peer reviews, competency management came into its own.

1. Traditional E-learning: Static Content (SC)

By the end to twenty century there are a lot of effort to build the e-learning tools in that time most of that was depending on the static contents like the PDF files or PPT files or any other electronic type of files used for electronic education. Many sites all over the world convert many traditional items in the learning life cycle to this tools, like get a list of students in Excel sheet or made a curriculum in the PDF files or at most as a PPT file, but all of this trials was a static tools. Traditionally, in the world of e-learning content has been anything electronic but not must dynamic.

Developing of the e-learning courses was done by stand-alone desktop authoring tools the content of the course was generated into static material of any electronic files like MS files extension. By this way any modification in the course content required to redo the same effort to rebuild the course curriculum that share content, then the situation is aggravated.

For example, consider any school stage that has produced number of online courses. Across these courses, the image of an electronic part has, say, twenty five occurrences. If the format of this part is changed, then a new image must replace those twenty five occurrences. As a training manager, you have to ensure that all twenty five occurrences are located (a manual process), and that each, separately, is updated. This task might also involve processing the original file in many different ways to fit different sizes and screen layouts.

1.2 Applied Software Solutions Categories for Education

There is an important massage say that ’ time is consumed in the daily activities needed to manage classes, schedules and curricula. By using the teaching tools, teachers can be deferent in many attitudes like confident, attentive and responsive for students needs and can be able to be more efficient in teaching practices.

The different type of Software can be implemented in the Teaching Frame (This the actual categories implemented in Egypt).

1. Content Management: There are different categories for the content management started with any small databank reach to the content database like IEEE, EBSCO, PROQUEST … etc this databases can be either full text database or only bibliographic data for article. When we are going to implement this category it started with stand alone implementation for each site then after few years the implementation methodology got changed to implement it through the consortia for many sites cover around 18 universities (Private and government).

2. Learning Management
   • Exams and Quizzes: the software should manage the time schedule, deliver, grade and evaluate and contact with the student and parents to confirm the result online.
   • Assignments: the assignment will be interactive and automatically grade them also interact with the student with the right result.
   • Attendance: Monitor attendance; record absence reasons and add explanatory comments and communicate with the student as will as with the parents.
   • Behavior: Record, share and escalate behavioral incidents.

3. Lesson Planning: The lesson will be managing through Software flashes techniques so it will be totally interactive with the student this mean that the student will have his teacher twenty four hours a day. This lessons plan that meet national curriculum standards.
4. **Virtual Classrooms**: Create live lectures by using new technology like interactive board which allows the lecture to be shared through the internet also save it and upload recordings for later review.

5. **Student Tracking**: Monitor KPIs (key performance indicators) of the class and its individual students through consolidated and detailed analysis.

6. **Student Mentoring**: Monitor and assess students' progress in achieving their learning plans and communicate with the students and parents using either email technology or using SMS.

### 1.3 Personalized Learning Tools

Student feeling for traditional learning is boring when students are mere recipients of information. Collaborative tools help students to personalize their education experience; by creating enthusiastic learners who actively participate in academic tasks, genuinely assume ownership of their own skill-set development and dynamically interact with the education community.

- **Self-Paced Learning**: Student have twenty four – Seven access rich learning resources can have on line lecture shared on the internet or reload any time, submit assignments online and get interacted with the assignment result also can get exam or quiz online any time also interact the results with the student or the parents either with the email or the SMS.
- **e-Portfolio**: Create, personalize and publish a public website using multiple templates, designs and themes to get the student portfolio online any time.
- **Learning Path**: Create individual learning plans (Learning map for every registered student) and different targets to meet personal and academic objectives such as skill-set enrichment and talent development.
- **Self-Assessment**: Collect evidence to monitor progress and measure achievements in real-time and online.
- **Engaging Interface**: Enjoy attractive look & feel, Windows-like navigation and gadget-rich toolbox.
- **e-Libraries**: By this category we can build a complete digital Library which Compose, group and share full text articles, e-books, e-journals, personal collections of documents, photos and multimedia files.

### 1.4 Parental Engagement Tools

Parental engagement in the e-learning (education life cycle) is critical to build children's educational and personal success. The software tools help parents to extend their involvement through comprehensive academic reports and online notifications to keep them alerted with changes in children performance by this way of communication we can get immediate support to cooperate with teachers. By this way of cooperation between the parents and teachers we can redirect the student path to the right action. This tools should be cover the following areas:

- **Academic Progress Monitoring**: follow up a lot of reports for the student's timetable, attendance, assignments, exams and grades.
- **Alerts and Updates**: get online notifications of due exams, periodical meetings and appointments on dashboards and mobile phones.
- **Contact Teachers and School**: contact a list of class teachers by emails with any questions and submit complaints or suggestions to school management.

### 1.5 Wizard-Based Administration Tools

Implementing and maintaining the e-learning platform can be at stake with too many complex year-round administration activities. The main point is to guarantee data consistency and eliminate duplicated efforts, software tools must be wizard-based and easy-to- use that securely automate and accelerate platform deployment, schools and users provisioning and integrate with management information systems (MIS).

1. **School and User Provisioning**: The user security must follow the SSO methodology (Single Sign On) to automate the platform deployment for either mass or single schools, Create and update users’ accounts across an infrastructure of interrelated applications, and roll-out new schools or users at any point in time.
2. **Multi-Roles:** Security modification for roles can provide to access more than one role per user using a single account to track scenarios this roles such as student grants, teacher access, parent with children in more than one school, and parent who is a teacher or administrator.

3. **Integrate with legacy and MIS Systems:** The software must be ensure the direct integration with the MIS systems and SIF compliant integration, such as Phoenix Gold, SIMS.Net, Serco, RM, Integris, and other custom-applications. Guarantee secure data transfers of changes in user and class data and automatically reflect them in the e-learning platform according to predefined schedules that do not overload or interfere with the school system capacity.

4. **Operations Management:** Monitor and troubleshoot the health of ongoing provisioning services such as school/district connection status, service stability, provisioning status, and delays in data transactions.

1.6 **Modern e-learning: Dynamic Content Delivery (DCD)**

DCD is the Dynamic Content Delivery it’s a complete software tools used to convert the courses to interactive scenarios this tools built using interactive flashes techniques, it offers many interactive movies, interactive activities, experiments, simulations of assignments and tests & Quizzes, all aimed at motivating different types of learners. This tools are fully integrated and dynamic this mean that any modification done at any part of the course it will reflect to the rest of the courses. The learning process is therefore transformed into an exciting activity; a way to discover and explore, to observe scientific principles at work and to apply the abstract theory in everyday activities.

It provides teachers and students with true-to-life lab experiences in a safe environment it can simulate any experiment life in front of the student and interact with him depending on the online input communication and show the results depends on the entire input. The digital learning content is pedagogically-sound and makes it easy for teachers to convert any regular computer classroom into an interactive lab, simply by launching the appropriate digital unit for students. The educational software allows students to repeat experiments as many times as needed with different input to understand a certain topic. It, is build upon constructivist and learner-centric approach. Every learning unit helps students to explore, discover, to find solutions, to build their own knowledge and draw our
conclusions. It places special emphasis on operational knowledge, learning through action and active development of cognitive structures.

1.7 Effective Solutions

e-Learning effective solution must be cover the following areas:
- Real-time status updates, newsfeeds, comments, wall-to-wall communication, and multimedia attachments.
- Chats, blogs, forums, wikis, emails, and notes.
- Audio and video conferencing.
- e-Libraries.
- Personalized public e-Portfolios.
- Mobile notifications and alerts.
- Academic content sharing and evaluation.

The e-learning ROI (Return On Investment) It's empowering, engaging and cost-effective. It's done entirely over the Internet. It's training that can be taken anytime, anywhere. So it can be repeated anytime anywhere with null cost.

1.8 Egypt e-learning project

The Egyptian e-learning started by studying all activates required to get a complete modern smart schools, they started gradually to check out the project progress. Right now by the end of 2010 they completed the first stage of the project, in this stage they applied all the e-learning activities tools to a group of schools called El-Nile Smart schools, the second phase of the project they chooses two places completely different in the cultures applied the project in all schools allocated in this two states, they choose one in the upper Egypt (Assute) and the other in the Alexandria allocated in the Mediterranean sea they are going to cove all schools in this two states. The project will be applied in phases of the groups of 5 schools and then reevaluate after every stage.

The Main rules for the project are:
1. The Database used must be able to handle a 1000 of schools in each area.
2. The activities should be laying under ISO qualification.
3. The activities should cover schools data.
4. The activities should cover students data.
5. The activities should cover courses data.
6. The activities should cover parents data.

II. CONCLUSIONS

To come over a successful e-learning project should go through the following phases to be sure that the system run on the right action. These phases will be
1. The analysis of the requirement.
2. The design for required activities.
3. Define the right implementation approach depending on the culture nature.
4. Define the required tools for building the modules.
5. Divide the project into phases and evaluate the status after each phase.
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